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Abstract.
This paper presents a solution of three-dimensional problems for nonuniformly moving loads. By using Cagniard's technique, the problem is reduced to a change
in the order of integration. The technique has no restrictions on the velocity variation and
on the trajectory of the load.
The problem of a rotating load applied to the surface of an acoustic half-space is
discussed as an example. It is found that the leading wave turns on the surface of a
hyperboloid of one sheet of revolution as the load rotates supersonically. There exists
singularity just ahead of the leading wave-front, which, however, does not change order
due to the rotation.
1. Introduction.
The problem of determining the transient response of a body subjected to a moving load has long been of interest. For such problems Cagniard's technique
[1] is useful because of the simplicity of the Laplace inversion and of the wave analysis.
Thus, the technique has been applied usefully to the problem of a uniformly moving load
[2, 3, 4]. Nevertheless, it seems that there has been no direct application of the technique to
the problem of a non-uniformly moving load. Recently, Freund [5, 6] has developed an
analytical technique for the problem of this type, and in previous papers [7, 8] the author
solved one of the two-dimensional problems of a reciprocating line load.
The present paper is a generalization of Freund's technique, as originally developed for
two-dimensional
load. It imposes

problems, to three-dimensional
problems of a non-uniformly
moving
no restrictions on either the velocity variation or the trajectory of the

load, and reduces the problem to a change in the order of integration to obtain the final
Laplace inversion by inspection.
The problem of a point load rotating on the surface of an acoustic half-space is
discussed as an example. It is found that the leading wave turns on the surface of a
hyperboloid of one sheet of revolution as the load rotates supersonically. There exists a
singularity ahead of the leading front; however, the singularity does not change order due
to the rotation.

2. Method of solution. Let us consider the acoustic half-space depicted in Fig. 1; z >
0 forms the interior and z = 0 is the surface. Assuming that the space is a non-viscous and
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heartfelt thanks to Prof. A. Atsumi of Tohoku University for his invaluable direction and to Prof. T. Ohyoshi of
Akita University for his valuable discussions. He is also grateful to the editor for his invaluable comments.
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system.

incompressible

fluid, the displacement
4>ni = c2(t),tt,

potential <f>satisfies the wave equation
c = (K/p)1/2,

i = x, y, z

(1)

where p, K and c are density, bulk modulus and velocity of the acoustic wave, respectively.
The displacement Ui and the pressure p are given by

Ui ~

P =

■

(2)

A point load of magnitude P is suddenly applied and subsequently
moves on the
surface; the position of the load is given by (x(t), y(t), 0) and the boundary condition on
the surface is thus given by

P 1,-0 = P8{x - x(t))8{y - y{t))H{t)

(3)

It is assumed that the quiescent condition at t = 0 is
Ui\t=o = £/.,f |t-o = 0.

(4)

Then, in order to illustrate our technique for the problem just stated, we apply Laplace
and Fourier transforms, defined by

f*(s) = J[0 f(t)exp{-st)dt,

/(£,v)= ff Rx.y)exp(ifx+ ivy)dxdy ,
f(x,y) =

7(|, t]) exp (-/£* - ivy) d£ dv,

to Eqs. (1-3). Following the procedure in references [7, 8], we put the transformed
in the form

(5)

(6)
(7)
Eq. (3)
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exp {i^x(t') + iyy(t') - st'} dt'.

(8)

Thus, the potential is given by
e* CO

4>*= -Pips2)'1

/

exp \i£x(t') + iyy(t') - az - st'} dt',

(9)

Jo

where
a = (£2 + tj2 + s'/c2)1'2,

Re (a) > 0.

(10)

Next, in order to apply Cagniard's technique, we introduce the following transformations:

X = x/l,

Y = y/l,

Z = z/l,

t=ct'/l,

(11)

j?(tt= *(/')//, nn = y(0/i,
f=

d2)

- aU)}" - {Y- f(f)M,

v = s(cJ)-1[{X -

(13)

+ {Y - f(f)}«],

(14)

J = [{Jr - Z(f)}2 + {Y - f(f)}2]1/2,

(15)

where / is a representative length. The transformation of Eqs. (13-14) is similar to that
used by Gakenheimer and Miklowitz [2]. The Fourier inversion of Eq. (9), hence, can be
converted to

<t>*
= -IP (2x2pc3)-1f d{ f dv f exp {~sl(iJu + Z (w2+ v2+ 1)1/2+ f)/c)du.
(16)
Further, application

of Cagniard's

technique transforms

<t>*
= -f(2x2A^)_If d£ [ dv I
Jo

Jo

Eq. (16) into

exp (- st) {du+/dr- du'/dr] dt (17)

l\t+((v"+1 K/'+Z*) )"Vf

where
u+- = (J2 + Z2)-' { iJ(t - f) ± Z((r

- f)2 - (o2 + IK/2 + Z2))1(18)

r = ct/I,
and after changing the order of integration

(19)

the evaluation of the integral with respect to v

yields

</>*
= -P(2tvK)~1f d[ I"
J0

J IT(0/c

F

t, X, Y,Z) exp(-st) dt,

(20)

where

F(I; r, A",Y, Z) = Z(r - n [{^T- Jftf)}2 + (F - f(f)}2 + Z2]~3/\

r(f) = f + [{^-Z(f)}2 +(y-

?(f)}2 + ZT2

•

(21)

(22)

Note that the inner integral in Eq. (20) is the same as the Laplace transform defined by
Eq. (5). Thus, the Laplace inversion of Eq. (20) can be obtained by inspection after
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changing the order of integration, and the region of support for the double integration is
governed by Eq. (22). So, considering Eq. (22), we find that 7Xf) is the arrival time at point
(X, Y,Z) of a wave emanating from a loaded point (A^f), Y(£),0) at time f. Therefore, 7(f)
should be called the "arrival time function" and the Laplace inversion of the problem is
reduced to an exchange in the order of integration for a given load motion X{£), ?(f).

3. Example: a rotating load. Let us consider a load rotating on a circle / with angular
velocity u>. Then the position of the load is given in non-dimensional
form as

X(n = cos (Of),

f(f) = sin (Of),

0 = la/c

(23)

and the arrival time function is

Tin = f + (p2- 2p cos (Of - 6) + 1 + ZT2,
where the non-dimensional

cylindrical coordinate

p = (X2 + Y2)1'2,

(24)

system (p, 0, Z) is introduced

9 = tan"1 (Y/X),

0 < 6 < 2ir

as

.

(25)

We conclude from Eq. (24) that:
(A) if I/O > {((p + l)2 + Z2)1/2 — ((p — l)2 + Z2)1/2}/2, 7Xf) is a monotonically
increasing function;
(B) if 1/0 < {(p + 1)2 + Z2)1/2 — ((p — 1)2 + Z2)1/2}/2, 7Xf) takes maxima and minima
at f = f/" and f/2), respectively, where

f/» = (0 + 2irj - V)/n .

r/2) = (ff + 27r/ - ^)/0

f = COS"1 [(pO2)-1 {1 - (1 + O2 (p202 - P2 - Z2 -

\f = cos'1

[(pO2)-1 {1 + (1 + 02(p202 -

p2 -

,

(26)

1))1/2}]

Z2 -

(27)

1))1/2)]

(28)

where 0 < cos-1 ( ) < x, j = 0, 1, 2 • • • . It is clear that condition (A) is automatically
satisfied at all points in the entire space if the load rotates subsonically (0 < I )• H owever,
in the supersonic case (0 > 1), condition (A) is satisfied at the observation points (x, y, z)
in the sub-region
Z > ((p202 -

1) (02 -

l))1/2/0,

(29)

and condition (B) is satisfied in its outer region.
Consider the inversion of Eq. (20) in case (A). As 7(f) is a monotonically increasing
function, its inverse function, defined by f = T~1 (r), is also a single-valued function. Thus
the region of support for the double integrations in Eq. (20) is as given in Fig. 2. The
exchange of the order of integration in this case is very easy and yields

0* = —P(2ttK)~1f

exp(st) dt fT (T)F(f; r, p, 9, Z) d$-

J IT(0)/C

(30)

0

further, by inspection, its inverse is

0 = -P{2-kKYxH(t - (p2 - 2p cos 6 + 1 + Z2)1/2) [

J 0

where H( ) is the Heaviside

F(f; r, p, 6, Z) d£

unit step function and

7X0) = (p2 - 2p cos 6 + 1 + z2)1/2 ,
F(f-r,p,0,Z)

(31)

= Z(T-n{p2-2pcos(Of-0)+

(32)
1 +Z2r3/2

.

(33)
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Region of support

(A) dTte)/d4>0

0

4=T(r)

$

Fig. 2. The region of support for the double integrations of Eq. (20) for case (A).

On the other hand, case (B) is decomposed into the following three cases depending on

the angle d. That is,

(B2)

o< e <
\f < 6 < i/',

(B3)

< 6 < 27r.

(Bl)

The region of support for the double integrations is as shown in Fig. 3 for case (Bl). We
divide the region into Rn (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • .) bounded with the maxima of the arrival time
function as shown in the figure, and define an inverse function for each domain as
„ O 1

Vl \ = J~UT)
Vj'2) '
K>

Then the decomposition

0* = -P(2irK)~l £
n =N

[[

f

121 <" n I1' ^

t O

Vj
>J
?ja) < VjW < f/2'

(34)
1 '

of the region changes Eq. (20) to the alternative form

exp (-st)F(f; t, p, 6, Z) d£ dt

,

(35)

JJR„

where

N=

1 ; 0 < d < \f

=

0 ; \f <0 < \P

= —1 ; \p < 9 < 2tt
and the order of integration is changed as follows:

L

exp (-st) F({\t,p,9,

Z)d$dt

=

/•/t/'Vc
m exP (st)dt

J, ,,(1)/f

/•'/"
J
F(t, T, p, d, Z) d{ ,
Jo

(36)
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4!

$ <3 <,

(a) OS e < t
Fig. 3. The region of support for the double integrations of Eq. (20) for case (B1).

[[

exp (~st)F(£; r, p, 6, Z) d$ dt

Ftlj

r/r/'Vc

_ /

rvJ+

exp (-st)dt

/

F(£: t, p,8, z) d£ ,

(37)

%.(2)/c

where

r/i) = mn,

t/» = i\

y = o, 1,2,3, •••.

The right-hand side of Eq. (35) is now the expression
inversion is thus easily obtained by inspection:

0 = -P(2ttK)"'

£

//(r - rj.r)H{Tr

for a Laplace transform

~ r) fFtf;

(38)
and the

r, p, 0, Z) #

V' = N!

+ Z

//(r - r/2,)//(r/1! - r) P''

7 = ^2

f(f; r, p, 0, Z)

,

J Dj

where

(Bl)

JVi = JV, = 1,

(B2)

^=1,^

(B3)

Ni = Nt = 0,

ro11'= 7(0),

f„t2) = 0,

= 0, to'1'=7X0),

ro1" = 0,

r_ i'11 = 7X0),

r-.(21 = 0

Consequently, the potential 0 is given by Eqs. (35) and (39) in the cases (A) and (B),
respectively. The pressure p can be derived from Eq. (2) and yields
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27rPP-1p = H(t - (p2 - 2p cos 0 + 1 + Z2)1/2) G (T1 (r))

= Z h(t - Tj.rmrr
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(case (A))

- r)G(Vn

j =N1

+ Z

//(r — t/2,)H(t/1)

— T){G(rij+i1)) — G(rj/2))} (case(B))

(40)

j=n2

where

G(?7)= Z(r — r)Y2{d2r]/dT2+ 2(t —r})~1(dr]/dTf — (r — t\Yx dr\/dr\

.

(41)

4. Wave analysis.
It is clear that there is only one hemispherical wave pattern which
is centered at (1, 0,0) and is given by r = 7(0) = (p2 - 2p cos 6 + 1 + Z2)1/2 in the subsonic
case S2< 1. But in the supersonic case 12> I there appears a leading wave. Computing the
sets of the observation points where the arrival time function takes minima and maxima
for a given time, we can find that the former set shows the ordinary leading wavefront and
the latter shows the rotated leading wavefront. These patterns on the surface of the space
are shown in Fig. 4 where the rotated front is the arc AB'. The condition that the arrival
time function takes stationary values shows us that the begining of the rotation is
r = (1 -

and that the rotation
revolution,

(42)

takes place on the surface of a hyperboloid
Z = ((p2S22-

Expanding

1/02)1/2

1) (fi2 -

Eq. (40) in the neighborhood

(a)

l))1/2/0

.

of one sheet of
(43)

of r = T(0), t/1] and t/2), we can get the

T= 7T/g < ^ = 2
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Y

(b) r= 7T/A. Q=2

(c) r= 7T/2 < 51 = 2
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Y

(d) T = 71 ■>Q = 2
Fig. 4. Wave patterns on the surface for the supersonic case H = 2: (a) r = w/8, (b) r = x/4, (c) t = ir/2, (d) t =
7T.

wavefront singularity of the pressure as
^ 0(1);
ItvPP-'P

r -> (p2 - 2p cos d + 1 + Z2)1/2

=* {^y1' (t/11 =

/4/2,(t

-

r)-3/2

r/2>)~3/2

+ 0{(T,m
+ 0{(t

-

-

r)-1/2};

r/2,)-1/2};

r r -

r/11

(44)

r,121

where

/(/" = Z[2{r;» - f/"}(2 |M(fy") I m

'=1,2

,

(45)

A/(f) = pf22[cos (Of - 6»)- p sin2 (Of - d) {p2- 2p cos (Of - 0) + 1 + Z2}"1]
X (p2 - 2p cos (Of - d) + 1 + Z2r1/2.

(46)

It is noteworthy that singularity appears just ahead of the leading front, but that the
singularity does not change its order due to the rotation.

5. Conclusion. The technique developed here consists in reducing the problem of a
moving load to a change in the order of integration, and reduces the analysis of wave to a
simple consideration of the arrival time function. As a result, it is noted that a set of
observation points, where the arrival time function takes an extremum, constitutes a
characteristic wavefront. Moreover, as the technique has no restrictions on the velocity
variation and on the trajectory of the load, we can conclude that the present technique is
an generalization of Freund's [5] to the three-dimensional problem of a nonuniformly
moving load.
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The problem of a rotating load on the surface of an acoustic half-space is discussed as
an example. It is found that the rotation of the leading wave takes place on the surface of a
hyperboloid of one sheet of revolution when the load rotates supersonically.
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